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INTRODUCTION
Giveaways are an awesome way to grow your brand online. They can be hard work, too! 

With this guide, you’ll learn how to easily navigate through launching three types of Instagram 
giveaways: the mega, one-off, and internal giveaway. 

Mega Giveaway: An Instagram giveaway with up to seven other brands with the goals of 1. 
Generating email leads and 2. Increasing Instagram followers. There’s one grand prize winner.

One-Off Giveaway: An Instagram giveaway with one other brand with the goals of 1. Brand 
awareness and 2. Increasing Instagram followers. There’s the option to have up to 10 winners.

Internal Giveaway: An Instagram giveaway that includes your brand and a high-ticket prize or 
gift card with the goals of 1. Brand awareness and 2. Increasing Instagram followers. There’s the 
option to have 1-3 winners, highly dependent on your budget and the prize you’ve chosen.
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INTRODUCTION
We’ll walk you through finding and communicating 
with brand partners, creating the necessary content 
and landing pages, and will provide templates to 
help jumpstart your first one-off or mega giveaway. 

Let’s get to work on growing Instagram followers 
(without breaking the bank), so you can get more 
social proof...

We’re going to start with mega giveaways and then 
close it out with one-off giveaway and internal 
giveaway details. 

Here we go!
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MEGA GIVEAWAY GOALS
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YOUR MEGA GIVEAWAY GOALS

1. Generate 
email leads 

2. Increase 
Instagram following 
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ELEMENTS OF A MEGA GIVEAWAY
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ELEMENTS OF A MEGA GIVEAWAY

1. POST TO THE 
INSTAGRAM FEED 
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2. POST TO 
INSTAGRAM 

STORIES 

3. LANDING PAGE 
+ THANK YOU 

PAGE CREATION

4. BRAND 
INTRODUCTION 

EMAIL TO LEADS



STEP 1:
FINDING BRAND

PARTNERS
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START CONTACTING BRANDS
Here are our steps to reaching out to brands to secure for your next mega giveaway:

1.  Follow their Instagram account first
a. Be sure to like or comment on a few of their recent posts leading up to asking them 

to participate

2. Create a template message that’s complementary and includes a simple explanation - we’ll 
be sharing our outreach templates with you in the next few slides

a. This message serves to test their interest (option to hint at another giveaway’s 
previous success)

3. Keep your Brand Partner’s Tracking  Sheet updated to know who is secured, who you need 
to follow up with, and who’s a solid no

GOAL: Obtain solid contact information (name and email)
12

STEP 2: OUTREACH

START CONTACTING BRANDS



● Ideally, you’ll want at least three other brands, and up to seven, on board
○ Five brands is ideal for a mega giveaway

● Make sure all the participating brands jive well together 
○ It’s easiest if you think of a giveaway theme, which can even revolve around a 

national holiday, example: Mother’s Day Giveaway

● Make a list below of possible themes for your mega giveaways throughout the year - we 
suggest hosting only 6 mega giveaways per year since it’s fairly time intensive to get 
brands on board:

BRAND PARTNERSHIP GOALS 
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1. FIND BRAND PARTNERSSTEP 1: FINDING BRAND PARTNERS

BRAND PARTNERSHIP THEMES



CREATE BRAND PARTNERS TRACKING SHEET

● Start by creating your own Brand Partners Tracking Sheet in Google Sheets or Excel (or
● copy ours): UMAI Marketing Instagram Giveaway SOP, Brand Partners Tracking Sheet Template

● If you’d prefer to work from scratch, use this labeling system as a jumping off point - 

Company IG Handle Following Email Contact When? Completed? Notes 
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1. FIND BRAND PARTNERS

CREATE BRAND PARTNERS TRACKING SHEET

This Brand Partners Tracking Sheet will keep all of your potential brand partners in one place for easy 
reference.

STEP 1: FINDING BRAND PARTNERS

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zTbd1XTRryH7VZ9X9LRWm9U5qSGBxYUaphrK8HUztgY/edit?usp=sharing


1. “Suggested for You” on Instagram: When you follow or unfollow a brand, the Suggested for You 
panel pops up directly under the user’s Instagram Stories Highlights, keep scrolling to discover 
new brands

2. Like-minded brands: Find similar brands that run a lot of giveaways and add the brands they 
partner with, too

3. Online marketplace, like wholefoods.com: Select a category or dietary preference that partners 
well with your brand and jot down brands that are listed - check them out on Instagram to see if 
they’re active and could be potential partners!

DISCOVERING BRANDS 
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1. FIND BRAND PARTNERS

HOW TO DISCOVER BRANDS?

STEP 1: FINDING BRAND PARTNERS



● Remember, you’ll want to secure ~5 brands 
per mega giveaway

● The size of your list will vary: the longer the 
list, the better

● If you can record enough brands from the 
start, you won’t have to build out as much for 
future giveaways + you’ll save time in the 
long run

● Rule of thumb: You could see a 10% 
conversion rate on brands wanting to 
collaborate (especially when you’re first 
starting out) - so add as many brands as 
possible to your list

DISCOVERING BRANDS 
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1. FIND BRAND PARTNERS

HOW MANY BRANDS SHOULD I ADD?

STEP 1: FINDING BRAND PARTNERS



CURATING YOUR PARTNERSHIP LIST 
● How does the follower count stack up against 

your own? Make sure you’re being realistic 
with your brand partner list. Use our 
suggested tiers to help with that →

● Take note of their engagement rates, too! If a 
brand has 10K followers but only gets 10 likes 
on a photo, it’s probably not a good brand to 
collaborate with since their followers don’t 
like to engage with their content - good 
engagement = 1-3%

● Has the brand posted a giveaway in recent 
months? If yes, they will be more receptive to 
engaging with you about a potential 
giveaway

1. FIND BRAND PARTNERS
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WHO IS THE RIGHT FIT?

These tiers are just a suggestion! 

We’ve seen brands 10 times this size agree to a 
partnership just because they loved doing giveaways or 
the product. Be willing to get rejected (or ignored) and 

don’t take it too personally!

SUGGESTED TIERS (based on followers):

Your Brand Brand 
Partner 

0-5k 2-10k+

5-25k 5-50k+

25-50k 20-100k+

50-100k 40-200k+

STEP 1: FINDING BRAND PARTNERS



STEP 2:
OUTREACH
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INSTAGRAM DM TEMPLATE
Here’s that outreach template we promised! :) Here’s what we say when we slide into those DMs...

Hi _ team! 

We absolutely love your products. Would you be interested in 
partnering up for a mega giveaway?! 

The one we just ran with some amazing brands got us over 
1,200 new email subscribers as well as 800 new Instagram 
followers, and we’re looking to blow that one out of the water! 

You could offer the winner a gift card to encourage purchase, 
too. Is there someone we could chat more with about this 
collab? 

Hope to hear back from you!

2. OUTREACH
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INITIAL INSTAGRAM DM TEMPLATE

STEP 2: OUTREACH



FOLLOW-UP MESSAGING
Once you obtain their email, send them a second message via email. The goal now is to confirm interest!

1. Craft an email unique to your giveaway (or copy ours): UMAI Marketing Instagram Giveaway SOP, 
Email Template

2. Think a step ahead and try to answer all potential questions in your initial email including:
a. Giveaway theme
b. Goals
c. What other brands are in and/or interested

i. Tip: If you haven’t secured anyone yet - mention the brands that you’ve reached out to so 
they know you’re actively trying to secure more brands

d. What their obligations are (post to the feed, post to Stories, change link in bio, send prize direct 
to winner, etc.)

e. Timing
f. Suggested prize amount
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2. OUTREACH

FOLLOW-UP EMAIL

STEP 2: OUTREACH

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xbkOVS-c4jr5YfCBjfbmoJ-iHTty9OXlVQJcfc-6hAc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xbkOVS-c4jr5YfCBjfbmoJ-iHTty9OXlVQJcfc-6hAc/edit?usp=sharing


DM / EMAIL AS MUCH AS NEEDED
Let’s say your messages are going ignored… follow up once more to maintain momentum with the brands 
you’ve already reached out to - 

Just following up regarding the *theme name* Giveaway - 
are you interested in taking part? 

This would be an awesome opportunity to expand your 
company’s reach, and we’d personally love to uplift your 
stellar products to our followers!
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2. OUTREACH

GETTING IGNORED?

If they still don’t respond - chalk it up as a loss. Mark them “Not Interested” in your Brand Partners 
Tracking Sheet and move on! 

STEP 2: OUTREACH



FAQS & SUGGESTED RESPONSES

POTENTIAL BRAND: “Do you have other brands confirmed yet? If so, which ones?”
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2. OUTREACH

If yes - 

Tell them who’s on board and total 
combined reach as of now!

If not - 

Here are some potential responses: 

“We're still in the early stages of outreach.”

“We’re in conversations with three awesome 
brands: x, y, and z. We’ll let you know as 
soon as they confirm!”

FAQS AND SUGGESTED RESPONSES

STEP 2: OUTREACH



FAQS & SUGGESTED RESPONSES
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2. OUTREACH

FAQS AND SUGGESTED RESPONSES

POTENTIAL BRAND: “Where will the landing page live? On your brand’s URL?”

Yes, the landing page will live on our brand’s URL! Feel free to share this giveaway with your 
audience via a Bitly link.

STEP 2: OUTREACH

https://bitly.com/


FAQS & SUGGESTED RESPONSES

POTENTIAL BRAND: “Are you approaching competing brands that also sell our specialty products?”
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2. OUTREACH

If yes - 

“We have approached similar brands!

But if we receive a definite “yes” from you, 
we’ll politely reject the other brands we’ve 
reached out to so there’s no competing 
brands in the final giveaway.”

If no - 

“You’re the first we’ve contacted! 

Once we confirm your interest, we will no 
longer be reaching out to competing brands 
to participate in this particular giveaway.”

FAQS AND SUGGESTED RESPONSES

STEP 2: OUTREACH



FOLLOW-UP MESSAGING
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2. OUTREACH

ONCE ALL BRANDS ARE ON BOARD...

You’ve created your Brand Partners list and communicated with dozens of potential 
partners. Now, you finally have 3-7 brands on board!

You’re almost ready to send the confirmation email and get started on the asset 
creation...

But first, we need to decide what you want the giveaway post creative to look like. 

This will determine what you request from the other brands in terms of product or 
digital assets.

STEP 2: OUTREACH



FOLLOW-UP MESSAGING
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2. OUTREACH

GIVEAWAY CREATIVE - PHOTO OR DESIGN?
What do you want the post creative to look like? Here’s what we suggest:

1. Photograph - if all prizes are low value ( <$50 ). Ask all brands to send you, or a freelance photographer, the product to be 
photographed

a. Note: a product can be low value but the brand could be offering a case or pack of it with a total retail value of 
$100+. You don’t need to request that much worth of product to be photographed. You can include just a few pieces 
of product in the photo to get the prize across!

b. Make it clear to the other brands that they will be obligated to send the winner their full prize as well
c. Be sure you give clear dates on when you need the product received by!

2. Design - if there is a prize that is high value (>$50). Request high-res transparent image files (pngs) of the participating 
brand’s products - create a pop-art style image and cut photography out of the mix entirely!

a. The reasoning here is that brands can’t afford to send high value prizes to a photographer to be photographed
b. This applies to gift cards as well! If a brand wants to offer a gift card, then a png of one of their best selling products 

can be used in the creative.
c. A designed creative is helpful when you have a quick turnaround time and can’t wait for multiple brands to ship 

their product to your door!

One style of giveaway creative doesn’t necessarily result in higher engagement, in our experience. So choose the one that works 
best for your brand and keep in mind the styles of other brands as well!

STEP 2: OUTREACH



FOLLOW-UP MESSAGING
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2. OUTREACH

EXAMPLE GIVEAWAY CREATIVE

● Example of a giveaway creative consisting of prize 
pngs (translucent background images)

● This was designed because the swivel sofa chair 
would have been too hard to send to a photographer

● If the brand doesn’t have a png, you can easily 
remove backgrounds of images in Canva

PHOTOGRAPH: DESIGN:

● Example of a giveaway creative consisting of actual 
prizes

● Since these prizes are “lower value” - the brands were 
able to send product to be photographed

● Make sure the product accurately reflects the type of 
prize. (If the prize is for sku a, don’t photograph sku b)

STEP 2: OUTREACH

https://www.canva.com/


FOLLOW-UP MESSAGING
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2. OUTREACH2. OUTREACH

CONFIRMATION EMAIL
Now that you’ve decided on the giveaway creative, it’s time to send a confirmation email to all brands!

This email -

1. Introduces all brands to one another
2. Gets everyone on the same page by providing all of the giveaway details
3. Initiates getting the necessary assets or products from the brands so you can get started on the 

giveaway creative and landing page 
a. For the giveaway creative, remember from the previous two slides -

i. If you want to photograph - you’ll provide a good mailing address to receive product
ii. If you want to design  - you’ll need to request pngs of prizes

b. For the landing page creation, you’ll need:
i. Email opt-in form

ii. First name opt-in form (optional)
iii. Blurb about brand(s)
iv. Prize details and retail value
v. Photo of prize (optional)

vi. Logo (optional)



FOLLOW-UP MESSAGING
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2. OUTREACH

CONFIRMATION EMAIL TEMPLATE
Hello giveaway brands! 

Here are the details for our upcoming giveaway -
Timing: X

1. Landing page featuring every participating brand (blurb + photo), as well as a featured photo of giveaway prizes from all brands! 
On this page - we’ll include a lead gen entry form at the top that will collect: name, IG handle,  and email address (have to enter 
email to be eligible to win).

2. Instagram post. We’ll create a square photo + caption that all brands will post to their page, as well as a vertical images that can 
be used for Stories. The post will include a caption that requires followers to: 1. Follow all participating brands on Instagram 2. 
Visit the link in bio to finish their entry with their email submission. 

Please send these assets by X date so we can create all necessary assets:
1. Blurb about your brand
2. Prize details and retail value
3. PNG of prize OR Please send product to be photographed to: 123 Cypress Oaks, Your City, CA 90210

Will be in touch soon with copy and creative for posts as well as the link for the landing page!
*Your brand name*

STEP 2: OUTREACH



DM / EMAIL AS MUCH AS NEEDED
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2. OUTREACH

INITIAL DM

YES MAYBENO

SEND FOLLOW-UP EMAIL
+  IRON OUT DETAILS >

LAUNCH GIVEAWAY > END

THANK THEM +
SAY BYE FOR NOW >

END

YES

IN A NUTSHELL...

NO

ADDRESS QUESTIONS
OFFER ALTERNATIVE DATES

NURTURE RELATIONSHIP

STEP 2: OUTREACH



STEP 3:
GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 
There are so many small, yet crucial, steps to remember when it comes to preparing for launching, and 
wrapping up your mega giveaway.

Here's what we'll be covering in the next few slides to ensure your best Mega Giveaway results:

1. Copy - create clear copy to get more people to do what you ask 
2. Instagram Bio - update your bio to get more eyeballs on  your giveaway
3. Boosting - a little bit of money will go a long way...
4. Tagging Product - when to do it, when to not!
5. Timing - ‘cause there’s a right time
6. Location - increase the chance of discovery with a simple tag...
7. Hashtags - increase your reach
8. Creative - the way you present your giveaway matters!!!
9. Landing Pages - seal the deal with a simple + clear landing page opt-in

10. A Step-By-Step Checklist - there’s a lot to remember, but we’ve got your back
32

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 

10 STEPS TO ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS



3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

Your copy matters! Follow these tips to ensure your message is getting across so you hit more of you goals...

● Be clear with your language!

● Your objective for mega giveaways is email acquisition and increase in followers, so here’s what your 
copy CTAs (call to actions) could be:

1. Follow @brandname, @brandname, @brandname, @brandname, @brandname

2. Head to the link in our bio to input your email address and submit your official entry

3. Like this post!

**Focus on the most important CTAs to reach your goals  (follow all brands + head to the link in bio to enter 
email) without asking too much of followers. Option to tack on an easy-to-do CTA (“like this post”) or 
encourage tagging friends without making it a requirement (see next slide).

LANGUAGE

33

COPY

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



LANGUAGE, EXAMPLE
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THEME & PRIZE 
AMOUNT

PRIZES & VALUE 
BREAKDOWN

CTAs

DATES & 
DISCLAIMER

3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

COPY, EXAMPLE

OPTIONAL 
CTA

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



Don't forget to update that link in bio prior to posting the giveaway -

● Link the giveaway in your bio for convenience! 

● You can even add a CTA in the bio. Ex. “Enter our ___ Giveaway for a chance to win $___ in prizes!”

INSTAGRAM BIO

35

3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

INSTAGRAM BIO

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



No question about it, boosting will guarantee an 
increase in success - putting a little money behind the 
Instagram post will guarantee a higher return...

● We suggest starting at $30-$40 over the course 
of 1-2 days. If you’re seeing great results, feel free 
to increase the boost! We generally increase 
budget when we’re seeing around a $1 per follow 
conversion rate.

● On the flip side, if you don’t have the budget to 
allocate to boosting, never fear! You may uplift 
your own giveaway post on social by sharing it 
to Stories every day, blasting it out to your 
existing email subscribers, or recruiting an 
influencer to spotlight it as well. 

BOOSTING
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

BOOSTING

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



Have you been posting giveaways at the wrong or right time? Check this out...

● In general, you’ll see more success for your giveaway if it’s launched on weekdays 
(Monday-Thursday)

● Unless you know for a fact that your posts see more success at a specific time of day, you’ll be 
well off posting on a weekday evening when many are relaxing after a long day at work

● Length of giveaways can vary - but we suggest running your Mega Giveaway for at least 6 
days to ensure a quality amount of leads (don’t forget to remind your followers in Stories 
throughout that time!)

TIMING
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

TIMING

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



TIMING
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We *always* encourage brands to tag a location 
in their Instagram posts...

● Choose a well-populated city like Los 
Angeles or New York City - to guarantee 
you get the most eyes on the post
○ Make sure your product(s) is 

available in that city

● Like anything else, the more you test - the 
more you’ll know!

3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

LOCATION

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



The power of hashtags is an increased reach...

● Use your branded hashtags as well as 
those of your partners

● Steer clear of using too many #giveaway 
tags. You want quality followers - not 
freebie folks that participate in giveaways 
for a living

HASHTAGS
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

HASHTAGS

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



An eye-catching photo excites users, leading to more entries...

● Try to fit all products into one shot - take photos as you 
compose it! You’ll see gaps in the photos that your naked 
eye doesn’t notice - good, natural, indirect light is key

● More often than not, if you unpackage product and 
sprinkle it around you’ll add more visual appeal to the 
photo

● You can also accomplish this look by adding in props (Ex: 
for something natural - use leaves and flowers, for 
something athletic - take the photo in a gym and throw 
in some weights and sneakers)

VISUAL + COPY
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

CREATIVE, PHOTO

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



Have fun with your design and stop the scroll on Instagram...

● This is where those handy PNGs will come into play
● Canva makes it really easy to create graphics like this if 

you aren’t familiar with the Adobe Suite
○ As mentioned before, Canva’s background remover 

tool allows you to turn photos of product on white 
backgrounds into transparent PNGs

● Use neutral colors and backgrounds so that it looks good 
on all brands’ feeds

● Optional: 
○ Add giveaway text
○ Add brand logos
○ Make it a carousel post! (Swipe to see more images 

- and utilize lifestyle imagery for each prize)

VISUAL + COPY
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

CREATIVE, DESIGN

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



Don’t forget to promote your 
giveaway on Instagram Stories. 

● Tag brand partners 
● Use “urgency” language like 

“Don’t miss out” or “Last 
chance to enter”

● Post to your Story once a 
day until contest ends

● Utilize the swipe up feature 
(direct to landing page) if 
you have more than 10K 
followers

INSTAGRAM STORIES

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 
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Create a simple landing page that converts strangers into subscribers (AKA, future purchasers)...

Landing page options include Mailchimp, Unbounce, Shogun, Zipify, Leadpages, and Clickfunnels. Elements of a high 
converting landing page for your mega giveaway are as follows:

1. Include email entry form at the very top of the page (“above the fold”) so that visitors don’t have to scroll to enter
a. Include these form fields: Name, email address, instagram handle

2. Include the Instagram post giveaway image next to the email entry form to show the value
3. Make sure there are no other external links that will allow users to click off the page (remove header & footer 

menu)
4. Add a giveaway disclaimer underneath your opt-in button
5. Make sure you have a Privacy Policy disclaimer at the bottom of the page
6. Optimize for mobile since that’s how most people will be viewing the landing page
7. Post sign-up, redirect users to a thank you page that confirms their entry
8. Triple check that your entry form works and is properly collecting data!
9. Optional:

a. Include blurbs, individual prize value, and product image for each brand

Let’s look at some examples of mega giveaway landing page elements on the next couple slides!

LANDING PAGE 
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

LANDING PAGE

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 
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LANDING PAGE, HERO IMAGE + FORM

DISCLAIMER BELOW

SAME IMAGE USED ON SOCIAL

3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

LANDING PAGE, HERO IMAGE AND FORM

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 
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LANDING PAGE, DESCRIPTIONS + VALUE

OPTION TO INCLUDE DOLLAR 
VALUE

TALK UP THE PRODUCTS!

BEAUTIFUL PRODUCT SHOT

3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

LANDING PAGE, BLURBS AND PRIZES

$50
VALUE!

STEP 3: GIVEAWAY ASSET CREATION 



ASSETS ARE COMPLETE,
IT’S FINALLY TIME TO POST!!
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Take this step-by-step checklist and tick off actions as you go to ensure you don’t miss an important part of the 
process...

❏ Send all creative assets, copy + photo, and the landing page link to participating brands via email
❏ Encourage them to share the post across their social channels around the same time (you can offer a 

recommended time)
❏ Remind them to include the giveaway link in their bio prior to posting

❏ Add giveaway link to your brand’s IG bio

❏ Post giveaway photo with custom hashtags and location at the designated time

❏ Boost post (if you want!)

❏ Share post on Stories for the duration of the giveaway (the more you share this to your Stories the better!)
❏ Encourage participating brands with 10K+ followers to add a swipe up linked to the landing page

❏ Set a reminder to check back in on the post by the proposed end date to choose a winner - respond to 
comments/entries to elevate post reach 

STEP-BY-STEP CHECKLIST
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

STEP-BY-STEP CHECKLIST



❏ Check in with all participating brands to make sure they’ve posted correctly + offer updates about 
how the giveaway is performing: “We’ve already acquired 100 emails in the first 24 hours!”

❏ Once giveaway ends, randomly select a winner from the email opt-ins. Confirm they are following all 
brands. Once confirmed, reach out to congratulate them via email and ask for a good mailing address.

❏ Send winner’s address info to participating brands so they can send their respective prizes over. Note 
the giveaway’s success and thank participating brands for their hard work!

❏ Update Instagram bio back to original link or branding

❏ Optional: Reach out to partnered brands for feedback + solidify your connection

STEP-BY-STEP CHECKLIST
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

STEP-BY-STEP CHECKLIST

https://www.wask.co/instagram-giveaway-comment-winner-picker


STEP 4:
EXTEND THE RELATIONSHIP

49



4. EXTEND THE RELATIONSHIP

● If you enjoyed working with specific brand partners, continue the relationship by engaging with 
them regularly on Instagram - view stories, leave authentic comments on posts, and like-like-like 
their ongoing content.
○ Uplift fellow brands as their growth lends itself to your own!

● Look out for opportunities to elevate evolving brands
○ Ex: An acne wash brand that you partnered with launches a brand new face mask line. This 

could be the perfect chance to partner up again and mention both of your newest products.

Now, pat yourself on the back for a mega giveaway job WELL DONE!

50

STEP 4: EXTEND THE RELATIONSHIP 

LET’S ALL BE FRIENDS!



4. EXTEND THE RELATIONSHIP
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WHAT TO DO WITH NEWLY ACQUIRED EMAILS

You’ve got their email addresses, now what??

● Remove these users from your automated indoctrination series or welcome email
○ While your automation or welcome email might be strong, do you know what’s stronger? Sending a 

personalized email that reminds these subscribers why you have their email address in the first place!

● Create a tailored welcome email with the following attributes -
○ Call-out the giveaway that the subscriber came from
○ Thank them for participating 
○ Emphasize that you treat your subscribers like VIPs

■ Offer them a custom (to your giveaway) discount code to encourage trial
○ Make a commitment to never spam them - saying this outright can create a foundation of trust

● It’s all in an effort to create a more human connection with your email list + prevent a sudden surge in 
unsubscribes - it took a lot of work to earn those subscribers, so you better treat ‘em right

STEP 4: EXTEND THE RELATIONSHIP 



WHAT ABOUT THAT ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY?
Now that you know *exactly* how to run an efficient and successful mega giveaway, you technically 
have all the details you need to get started on a one-off giveaway...

The great thing about one-off giveaways: they’re a whole lot easier to create and if you partner 
strategically with the right brand, they can be just as, if not more, effective!

Here are the main ways one-offs are different from mega giveaways:

● Partner with only one other brand
● No email acquisition or landing page
● Usually shorter duration

We know we’ve already shared a whole lot - but we want to answer all of your questions on one-off 
giveaways in just a few more slides so you’re ready to go create a productive giveaway. Here’s how to 
take what you’ve learned about mega giveaways and translate it into a much simpler one-off 
giveaway... 52
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ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY GOALS
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YOUR ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY GOALS

1. Brand Awareness 2. Increase

Instagram following 
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ELEMENTS OF A
ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY
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ELEMENTS OF A ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY

1. POST TO THE 
INSTAGRAM FEED 

2. POST TO 
INSTAGRAM

STORIES
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

LANGUAGE
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EXAMPLE ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY POST

TWO BRANDS 
TOTAL

ELEMENTS OF A ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY



LANGUAGE, EXAMPLE
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THEME & 
BRAND 

PARTNER & 
NUMBER OF 

WINNERS

PRIZES 

CTAs

DISCLAIMER

3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY COPY, EXAMPLE

ELEMENTS OF A ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY



3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

You’ve done the heavy lifting of establishing a long potential brand partner list in your Brand Partners Tracking 
Sheet. Pinpoint the brands on that list that you think have the largest customer demographic overlap and mark 
them as potential one-off giveaway partners.

After that, you’re off to the races… Here are the key differences to keep in mind:

● Goal is brand awareness and increase in IG followers
○ Remove all  language of email acquisition and landing pages from the strategy and communications
○ CTAs in the copy will primarily be:

i. Follow @brand1 and @brand2
ii. Like the post

iii. Tag friends in separate comments (Each comment/tag = 1 entry. You have unlimited entries!)
iv. Share this post to your Stories and tag us for 10 additional entries!

● Duration:  mega giveaways are at least 6 days long, one-off giveaways are no longer than 5 days long
○ By shortening the duration of a one-off giveaway, you add an element of urgency

LANGUAGE
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THE KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEGA AND ONE-OFF

ELEMENTS OF A ONE-OFF GIVEAWAY



ELEMENTS OF AN
INTERNAL GIVEAWAY
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

Finally, let’s chat about internal giveaways! We love them because - 

- They’re fast
- While you do have the option to ask brands to gift a prize to your followers, you could pay for a prize 

out of pocket and save time on outreach

- They’re effective
- People love high-ticket items - think kitchen appliances or self-care tools
- People love cold, hard cash - you can pair your product with a retailer gift card, like Whole Foods, 

for as little as $50 (yes, we’ve done this and it works!)

- They’re different 
- Like anything else, you’ve got to test how your audience will react to a different kind of giveaway 
- There are many elements to test here, including type of prize, value, timing, number of winners, etc.

LANGUAGE
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ELEMENTS OF AN INTERNAL GIVEAWAY

1. POST TO THE 
INSTAGRAM FEED 

2. POST TO 
INSTAGRAM

STORIES
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3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

LANGUAGE
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EXAMPLE INTERNAL GIVEAWAY POST

ONE BRAND TOTAL
AND/OR GIFT

ELEMENTS OF AN INTERNAL GIVEAWAY



LANGUAGE, EXAMPLE
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THEME, PRIZE,
& NUMBER OF 

WINNERS

CTAs
DISCLAIMER

3. ENSURE THE BEST RESULTS 

INTERNAL GIVEAWAY COPY, EXAMPLE

ELEMENTS OF AN INTERNAL GIVEAWAY



ARE YOU EXCITED TO SEE SOME 
GROWTH?!
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YOU’RE GONNA DO GREAT
We hope you found this guide helpful! 

We can’t wait to see your Instagram account(s) absolutely BLOW UP from thoughtful + engaging 
giveaways.

Questions?? We’d love to answer ‘em! 
Shoot us an email here: hello@umaimarketing.com 

FREE marketing inspiration: CORE 3 Facebook group
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mailto:hello@umaimarketing.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/core3inspiration/

